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Abstract
Multi-atlas image segmentation using label fusion is one of the most accurate state of the art image segmentation techniques available for biomedical imaging applications. Motivated to achieve higher image segmentation accuracy, reduce computational costs and a continuously increasing atlas data size, a robust framework
for optimum selection of atlases for label fusion is vital. Although believed not to be critical for weighted label
fusion techniques by some works (Sabuncu, M. R. et al., 2010, [1]), others have shown that appropriate atlas
selection has several merits and can improve multi-atlas image segmentation accuracy (Aljabar et al., 2009,
[2], Van de Velde et al., 2016) [27]. This thesis proposed an automatic Optimum Atlas Selection (OAS)
framework pre-label fusion step that improved image segmentation performance dice similarity scores using
Joint Label Fusion (JLF) implementation by Wang et al, 2013, [3, 26]. A selection criterion based on a global
majority voting fusion output image similarity comparison score was employed to select an optimum number
of atlases out of all available atlases to perform the label fusion step. The OAS framework led to observed
significant improvement in aphasia stroke heads magnetic resonance (MR) images segmentation accuracy in
leave-one out validation tests by 1.79% (p = 0.005520) and 0.5% (p = 0.000656) utilizing a set of 7 homogenous stroke and 19 inhomogeneous atlas datasets respectively. Further, using comparatively limited atlas data
size (19 atlases) composed of normal and stroke head MR images, t-tests showed no statistical significant
difference in image segmentation performance dice scores using the proposed OAS protocol compared to
using known automatic Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) plus a touchup algorithm protocol [4] for image
segmentation (p = 0.49417). Thus, leading to the conclusions that the proposed OAS framework is an effective
and suitable atlas selection protocol for multi-atlas image segmentation that improves brain MR image segmentation accuracy. It is comparably in performance to known image segmentation algorithms and can lead
to reduced computation costs in large atlas data sets. With regards to future work, efforts to increase atlas data
size and use of a more robust approach for determining the optimum selection threshold value and corresponding number of atlases to perform label fusion process can be explored to enhance overall image segmentation
accuracy. Furthermore, for an unbiased performance comparison of the proposed OAS framework to other
image segmentation algorithms, truly manually segmented atlas ground truth MR images and labels are
needed.
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Background and Introduction
Accurate and reliable labeling of anatomical structures in biomedical images is fundamental to clinical,
neuroscience and biomedical imaging applications. Applications include monitoring disease progression,
surgical and/or chemotherapy intervention planning as well as brain electric stimulation conductivity and
potential distribution forward modeling analysis in the research domain (Doltz et al., 2015, Asman et al.,
2012, Yu et al., 2014) [6, 5, 4].
2.1 Manual Image Segmentation
Presently, manual segmentation of biomedical images by an expert is generally accepted as ground truth
or gold standard of accuracy (El-Melegy et al., 2014) [4, 7]. Manually labeling images such as the MR
scan of a human brain however, involves an expert painstakingly going though slices of the image volume
to delineate regions of interest (ROI) with the aid of a segmentation software applications such as FreeSurfer, ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd, Exeter, UK) or 3D Slicer, Whitey et al., 2008) [8, 9, 10] The process is
expensive and time consuming; typically takes 2 – 4 days per head (Klein et al., 2012, Iglesias et al.,
2015) [12, 13]. Additionally, inter and intra-rater variabilities have been shown to exist in manually segmented image results (Mazzara et al., 2004) [14]. Consequently, semi or fully automated image segmentation algorithms are being researched extensively as viable alternatives. They are potentially faster, inexpensive, consistent and can eliminate inter/intra-rater variabilities (Iglesias et al., 2014) [5, 7, 15].
2.2 Automatic Image Segmentation
Over the years, automatic image segmentation algorithms have gone through several generations based
either on low level image intensity threshold and region growing; uncertainty or optimization models; or
prior knowledge with deformation model algorithms, with each successive generation of algorithms getting more sophisticated with better image segmentation accuracy (Whitey et al., 2008.) [9]. Automated
image segmentation however has challenges too. Individual brain structural variability is a primary challenge (Wu G. et al., 2014) [9, 17]. Variations in appearance of images due to necrosis, lesions or tumors
generally also reduce accuracy of segmented images. Furthermore, most advanced automatic segmentation techniques have high computation and memory costs (N. Gordillo et al., 2013, Asman et al., 2015)
[11, 16]. These drawbacks and inaccuracies make automatic segmentation inapplicable and outputs of
automatic segmented images unreliable for some clinical and biomedical research applications [7]. Currently, with technological advances, atlas-based, statistical models, deformable models and machine
learning approaches are among categories of automatic image segmentation algorithms that have shown
great potential and are actively being investigated [9, 13].
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2.3 Multi-Atlas Image Segmentation
When a large image atlas dataset is available, multi-atlas based image segmentation has proven to be one
of the most effective, successful and accurate automatic image segmentation techniques available (Wang
H. et al, 2014) [18]. It has gained great popularity due to early successes and the pioneering works of
Rohlfing et al., 2005, Klein et al., 2005, Heckemann et al., 2006. The goal of multi-atlas image segmentation is to automatically segment a given target image using a set of trained expert delineated training
images typically referred to as atlases by encoding the relationship between the segmentation labels and
image intensities observed in the atlases, to assign segmentation labels to each voxel of an unlabeled
target novel image after a deformable image resigtration to a common reference domain (Iglesias et al,
2015) [13]. The process typically includes building a database of manually segmented training images,
registering the segmented atlas images and the target novel image to a common reference domain, propagating labels to registered images to produce candidate segmentation labels images and finally consolidating the candidate segmentation labels into a single consensus output labels image via some label fusion
process algorithm (Iglesias et al, 2015, T.R. Langerak et al, 2014) [13, 19]. See schematic flow chart in
fig. 1 below. Drawbacks include the need to build a large set of trained expert manually segmented image
atlases for the process to be effective [9, 12]. Also, a large atlas set can average out minor variations
present in a target image. This can make multi-atlas segmentation less effective for segmenting images
with lesions, tumors and necrotic tissue unless a large atlas pool with similar pathologies is available.
2.4

Label Fusion

Label fusion, the process of combining propagated candidate segmentation labels into single consensus
output image most representative of a target novel image, is fundamental in multi-atlas segmentation.
Majority voting is one the simplest label fusion techniques available whereby equal weights are assigned
to all atlas candidate segmentation labels, and the most frequent label at each voxel is assigned to the
target image [13] [6]. Best atlas selection is another simple method where a single atlas most similar in
appearance to a target image is utilized after the registration process (Rohlfing et al., 2015) [20]. Currently, more sophisticated label fusion protocols where spatial and intensity based varying weights are
assigned to each candidate segmentation labels image have led to significantly more accurate image segmentation results [13]. The weight assignments reflect spatial and image intensity similarity between each
atlas segmentation candidate image and target image to be segmented. In some cases, priors with expected
maximization techniques are used in the weight assignment process [13, 3, 17, 21] (Artaechevarria et al.,
2008). This thesis used the joint label fusion approach by Wang et al., 2013 because it has been shown to
be one of the most effective and accurate label fusion schemes available. In addition, to target and atlas
local images intensity and spatial similarity based varying weight assignments, their approach considers
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dependencies between candidate atlas images in the weight assignment process. This explicit consideration of correlation between atlases via a dependency matrix in the weight assignment process is believed
to reduce bias among atlases by reducing the effect similar errors in atlases and thus improve segmentation
accuracy [3, 13]. See paper for details. Although label fusion is a core component of multi-atlas image
segmentation, this work focused on automatically selecting an optimum set of atlases out of all available
atlases to perform label fusion.
2.5 Atlas Selection
Optimally selecting an appropriate subset of atlases that are most similar in appearance to a target image
out of all available atlases can significantly enhance the performance of the multi-atlas segmentation [2]
and reduce computation memory and time costs. Although the impact of atlas selection on image segmentation performance is significant, the optimal number of atlases to select is an overlooked area of
research [13]. The number is generally heuristically estimated based on computational expectations or
empirically by cross-validation or some bootstrapping sampling strategy [13]. Existing frameworks range
from simple similarity metric measures, using sum of squares differences or correlation (Aribisala et al.,
2013, Tung et al., 2013) [28, 29] to more sophisticated methods that employ Isomaps or Laplacian Eigen
maps to learn the atlas manifold or use principal component analysis (Cao et al, 2011a, Asman et at,
20014) [30, 31]. Most of these techniques generally tend to introduce implementation complexity and
increase computational costs of the image segmentation process.
2.6

Automatic Optimum Atlas Selection (OAS)

This thesis hypothesizes that a simple yet novel atlas selection criterion using a global majority voting
fusion output image comparison similarity threshold score is suitable for selecting an optimum number
of atlases for label fusion. Further, that the proposed automatic Optimum Atlas Selection (OAS) is effective and leads to improved image segmentation accuracy with low computation memory and time costs.
The goals are to investigate the capability of the proposed automatic OAS framework to improve image
segmentation accuracy using joint label fusion implementation by (Wang et al., 2013) [3] and to compare
the image segmentation accuracy of the proposed OAS framework to segmentation performance of SPM
plus a touchup algorithm [4]. Joint label fusion (JLF) [3] is utilized to evaluate performance of the automatic OAS framework because it has been demonstrated and is recognized as one of the most effective
and state of the art label fusion algorithms available for multi-atlas image segmentation ([22] Landman
B. A. et al., 2012). The contributions of this paper include but not limited to image pre-processing enhancements, optimization of atlases to target image registration and transformation parameters, optimum
atlas selection using a global voting criteria and optimization of joint label fusion parameters. The following presents methods, results and conclusions of the investigation, analysis and validation tests.
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Materials and Methods
3.1 Data and Setup
3.1.1

Magnetic Resonance (MR) Brain Images Dataset

T1-weighted MR brain scan images for this study were provided courtesy of the Department of Biomedical
Engineering at City University of New York (CUNY), Medical University of South Carolina, University
of North Carolina and Georgetown University. A total of 20 adult brain MR scan images; 5 healthy, 8
stroke patients with chronic aphasia [32] and 7 other stroke head images were utilized in this study.
3.1.2

Atlases and Labels Dataset

All 20 stroke and normal heads MR scan images were semi-manually segmented to create corresponding
segmentation labels images. Six anatomical label types; skin (S), bone (B), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), grey
matter (GM), white matter (WM) and air (A) were generated for each MR image. (Additionally, a necrotic
label was explored, but results are not presented in this paper due to limited sample and necrotic tissue
volume in atlases to generate meaningful label fusion segmentation results). Due to time and labor constraints the atlas MR images were first segmented with automatic Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM)
8 segmentation algorithm provided with MATLAB (Mathworks software, Natick MA) [23]. The resulting
output labels images were smoothed and touched-up to remove pixel holes and ensure continuity of CSF
labels with post-processing algorithm provided by Yu Huang et al., 2014 [4]. Finally, a trained expert
performed minor manual corrections using ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd, Exeter, UK) program to complete the
segmentation process. The resulting segmentation labels images with corresponding MR images formed
the atlas data set. The segmentation labels were also used as ground truth labels images for evaluating
segmentation performance of the proposed OAS framework and joint label fusion. To avoid training effects on the atlas dataset, a single stroke head MR image (LM) was randomly selected and used for all
training and parameters optimization processes. Results were validated with leave-one out image segmentation tests utilizing 7 other aphasia stroke brain MR images (AH, DE, JE, JC, KS, MC1, RS).
3.1.3

Computing and Software Infrastructure

Scripts and algorithms were implemented on Insight-toolkit (ITK) and Advanced Normalization Tools
(ANTs) frameworks (http://www.itk.org/ITK/resources/software.html) [24], (Brian Avants et al, 2011)
[25]. ITK provides open-source toolkit for performing image registration and segmentation [24]. ANTs
provide open-source functionality for deformable normalizations with large deformations. It enables normalization with a variety of transformation models as well as image segmentation with and without priors
[25]. Both ITK and ANTs were installed on an Ubuntu 14.04 LTS Linux OS 64bit architecture workstation
with 750GB disk size and 64GiB memory capacity. Refer to Appendix A for detailed outline of installation
steps for ITK and ANTs, organization of atlas and label data ets and implementation of algorithms and
scripts used in this study.
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3.2 OAS via Global majority voting fusion output image similarity score selection criteria
3.2.1

Atlas and target image pre-processing

To improve performance of proposed OAS scheme target images (Ti), atlases MR (Ai) images and
corresponding segmenatation labels (Li) sizes and intensities were normalized using publicly available
ANTs and ITK open source function routines (ImageMath Library: Byte, PadImage and Normalize) [24,
25]. The effects of image padding and normalization on registration and joint label fusion performance
were investigated and optimized. Image pad size configurations tested: Registration: 0, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16
pixels and Label fusion: 0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 pixels. See findings in results section.
3.2.2

Image Registration and Transformation

Image registration is an indispensable step in multi-atlas image segmentation. The process establishes
pairwise spatial correspondence between a novel target image and atlas images by warping each atlas
image to the target image’s spatial domain using a deformation model made up of some combination of
rigid, non-rigid or non-parametric spatial transformations [13]. The process results in a transformation
function T{Ai} that is subsequently used to propagate atlas labels to pixels in the target image (T.R. Langerak et al., 2014) [19]. The label propagation process generates candidate segmentation labels images used
for label fusion. In this work, each MR brain atlas image was registered to a target image after pre-processing and normalization using customized versions of standard publicly available open source ANTS
registration and transformation routines antsQuickRegistration and antsApplyTransform [25]. Optimum
configurations of registration and transformation deformation models and correlation radius parameters
were investigated for stroke brain MR images. See outcome in results section below. The following command demonstrates a typical registration and transformation routine call.
#$Data_path/Scripts/FK_JLF_Registration_trans_test_v13.sh -s $pdo -h LM –f
dmlm_ot1.nii -t $trans -r 20 -x $upd -e $pdf

See Appendix B for sample registration and transformation script.

3.2.3

Joint Label Fusion Implementation Parameters Optimization

There are several researched and proposed techniques available to perform label fusion of candidate
segmentation labels images to generate a single consensus labels output image for a target image. To
evaluate the image segmentation performance of proposed OAS framework we used a modified version
of the joint label fusion open source implementation by Wang, Yuskovich et al, 2013 [3].
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/picsl_malf/). Their label fusion approach has been demonstration to be one
of the most successful and effective state of the art techniques available [21]. We also extend their
implementation by optimizing parameters specific to segmenting stroke head MR images. See Appendix
A for the details of setup and implementation and Appendix B for a sample script of our version label
fusion implementation.
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Joint Label Fusion parameters investigated:
3.2.3.1 Alpha (α) and Beta (β) parameter values optimization
Alpha (α) parameter represents weight of a conditioning identity matrix that is added to a dependency
matrix (Mx). That is, the regularization term added to Mx in the atlas images dependency determination
step [3]. Beta (β) is the model parameter for transferring image similarity measure into atlas dependencies
for mapping intensity difference to joint error [3]. See paper for details on definition and function of α and
β [3]. Optimum α and β parameter values were investigated and determined for stroke head image
segmentation. α and β values tested: α: 0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and β: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, 3.0. See results below.
3.2.3.2 Search radius(rs) and patch (rp) parameter size optimization
In this section, the optimum local weight determining patch and search radius sizes were investigated.
Local search region radius (rs) represents the size of local search neighborhood within the target image
and candidate atlas image used in the weight assignment process during label fusion [3]. The patch radius
(rp) represents size of image patch within atlases used to estimate atlases dependencies. See paper for
details [3]. rp and rs sizes combinations tested: rp: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and rs: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. See results below.
3.2.4

Global Voting Optimum Atlas Selection (OAS) Framework

Selecting an optimum set of atlases for label fusion has been shown to be beneficial in multi-atlas image
segmentation [2]. First, using only a fraction of all available atlas images can improve computational efficiency [15]. Secondly, using atlases that are irrelevant or dissimilar to a novel target image may misguide
the segmentation process leading to less accurate results [13]. Aljabar et al, 2009 observed improvement
in segmentation performance due to atlas selection using majority voting fusion [2]. In this work, it is
demonstrated that the optimum number of atlases needed for label fusion can be found, based on a similarity measures score determined by comparing each candidate segmentation label image to a global majority voting fusion output image generated from all candidate segmentation labels. Each segmentation
label image with similarity score above a set threshold cutoff value is subsequently selected for the label
fusion process.
Detail Steps: Optimum Atlas Selection (OAS) Framework:
3.2.4.1 Consensus Majority Voting Fusion Segmentation Output Image
Following pairwise registration and propagation of each atlas image labels to target image, all resulting
candidate segmentation label images N{Li} were combined by applying standard ANTs majority voting
fusion (ImageMath: MajorityVoting ) routine to generate a consensus segmentation output labels image
(SMV). Runtime for this routine was found to take approximately 30 secs to produce the consensus output
image (SMV) for 20 atlases. See Fig. 2 for schematic.
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Candidate
Seg Labels

Consensus
segmentation
image

Majority Voting Fusion

N {Li}

SMV
Fig. 2. Majority Voting Label Fusion

3.2.4.2 Dice Similarity Coefficient Score Calculation (dSc)
Each candidate segmentation labels image was compared to the consensus majority voting fusion output
image (SMV) to determine image similarity measures score. Standard dice similarity coefficient calculation
metric [26] (Dice et at, 1945) was utilized and implemented using ITK routine (ImageMath: DiceAndMinDistSum,). The dice similarity/overlap coefficient score is given by:

2 | Li ∩ Smv |

dSc =

(1)

| Li | + | Smv |

3.2.4.3 Atlas Selection Criterion
Candidate atlases and corresponding labels (Lsi) images selected for joint label fusion were determined
based on function and schematic shown in Fig. 3. Each candidate segmentation label’s (Li) similarity
score, determined in the previous step was compared to a threshold cutoff (λtr) value to establish which
candidate segmentations were ultimately utilized for the joint label fusion process. The threshold value for
this work was determined empirically by experimentation and optimization runs. Function and process
can be implemented automatically with coded scripts.

{ Lsi } = [ dSc{ Li , SMV } ≥ λtr ]
Consensus

{ SMV } segmentation

{ Li }

image

Candidate Seg
Labels

Atlas Selection Function

{ Lsi } = [ dSc{ Li , SMV }
≥ λtr ]

{ Lsi }

Selected
Selected
Atlases
Selected
Atlases

Atlases

Fig. 3 Schematic and Function for Atlas Selection

3.3 Leave-one out validation
To validate parameters optimization and image segmentation performance of the proposed optimum atlas
selection framework using a single stroke MR head image (LM), leave-one out validation tests were performed with seven other stroke MR head images (AH, DE, JC, JE, KS, MC1, RS). The image segmentation
accuracy of the proposed OAS framework was compared to segmentation performances of automatic
SPM, SPM plus touchup algorithm and JLF without OAS.
Below is the general schematic overview of image segmentation processes investigated and evaluated in this study.
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Schematic
Automatic Segmentation Methods Workflow

Inputs

Target and Atlas images
and labels

Target MRI
Image
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target & atlas images

Target image

SPM Auto
Segmentation

Images
Labels

Atlas MRI
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ANTs Registration
Avants et al., (2009)

Image Registration
Target to all atlas MRI Images

Optimum Atlas
Selection

Label Fusion
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New Labels of registered
atlas MRI Images

SPM Auto
Labels Image

Optimum Atlas Selection
Global Majority Vote
Selected
Candidate
Labels

Joint Label Fusion
Wang et al., (2013)

Candidate Seg
Labels

Touch up, smoothining
+ minor manual
corrections
Yu Huang., (2014)

OAS + JLF
Concensus
Segmentation

JLF Concensus
Segmentation

Ground truth
image

Evaluation
Dice Similarity Score Calculation
(Dice et al, 1945)

Fig. 1. Schematic Illustration of Proposed OAS Framework, Joint Label Fusion and SPM segmentation methods
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Results
5.1 Optimum Atlas Selection with Joint Label Fusion
5.1.1 Image Pre-processing – Image Padding Optimization
Line plots in Fig. 4 show LM stroke head image segmentation performance dice scores as a function of
image pad sizes used for image registration and label fusion processes. All 7 aphasia stroke head atlas
images were used for this padding optimization image segmentation. Results show that padding target and
atlas images for both registration and label fusion processes led to improved image segmentation accuracy.
10px pad size around image for image registration and 5px pad size around image for label fusion produced
the best dice score of 0.7721. This image padding size configuration was used for all subsequent
investigations.
LM Stroke head segmentation performance by image pad sizes used for registration and label fusion processes

Dice Scores as a function of Image pad sizes for Registration and Label
Fusion processes

0.7725
0.7715

Dice score

0.7705

Registration pad size
p8 (px)
p10
p12
p14
p16

0.7695
0.7685
0.7675
0.7665
0.7655
0.7645
p0

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

p8

Label fusion image pad size (px)
Fig. 4 Registration and Label Fusion Image Padding Effect on Image Segmentation
Pad sizes around all images in pixels
Registration pad size of 10px and label fusion pad size of 5px gives best result

* Segmented LM atlas head with all 7 available stroke head atlases, s transformation, rs=3 and rp=2, r=20 used

5.1.2 Image Registration and Transformation Optimization
In this section, the optimum image registration deformation models protocol and transformation crosscorrelation radius used during the SyN stage (r) of registration that gives best registration accuracy were
investigated. The following registration and transformation model protocols (s, sr, so, b, br, bo, - see
definitions below) and correlation radius values (r) were tested. r = 8, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 28, and 32.

Fig. 5 shows a typical registration ouput image of an atlas image registered to a target image’s domian.
Fig. 5, iii shows an axial slice of resulting registered output image (DE stroke head registered to LM’s
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image domain). Fig. 6a shows line and box plots of registration performance dice scores of 6 aphaisa
stroke heads registered to LM stroke head image as a function of registration protocol used. Bar plots in
Fig. 6b show same registration performance averaged over all heads by registration protocol. Dice
similarity scores were computed by comparing registration label output image to manually labeled LM
image. Registration protocol s (rigid, affine and deformable syn) resulted in the best image registration and
transformation accuracy with dice score of 0.5820. Results showed significant difference in image
registration performance between (br, sr) and (s, so, b and bo), but not among dice scores of the latter four
registration protocols. We utilized s registration protocol for all subsequent analysis because it resulted in
highest median and mean dice similarity scores (0.615 and 0.582 respectively). Although not presented,
tests revealed no statistical significant difference in registration performance based on that the value of
cross-correlation radius size r used. We used r value of 18 for all subsequent analysis becuase it gave the
best overall median/mean dice score result from registration optimization tests.
Axial Slice of Registration Output Image of DE stroke head registered to LM stroke head images’ reference domain

i. Atlas image (DE)

ii. Target image (LM)

iii. Output Image (DE to LM domain)

Fig. 5 Atlas MR image registration: DE stroke head image registered to Target image LM’s domain
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Registration protocols registration performance by 6 aphasia stroke head atlases registered to LM stroke head
Line and Boxplots - Performance of registration of Atlas heads to LM stroke head by registration protocol

Mean Registration Performance Dice Scores by
Protocol

0.7

AH
DE
JC
JE
MC1
RS

0.6

Dice Scores

0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4

Dice Score

Stroke Heads

0.65

0.35
0.3
0.25

b

bo

br
s
Registration Protocol

so

b
bo
br
s
so
sr
Series1 0.574 0.569 0.468 0.582 0.574 0.447

sr

Fig. 6a Registration Protocol performance by Atlas head: Registration of 6

0.600
0.580
0.560
0.540
0.520
0.500
0.480
0.460
0.440

Fig 6b Registration to LM performance by protocol averaged over all

Aphasia Stroke heads to LM image domain by protocol. s protocol had
highest median value (0.6151)

Heads. s: registration protocol gave highest mean
dice score = 0.582

Registration protocols: s: rigid + affine + deformable syn,
sr: rigid + deformable syn,
so: deformable syn only,
b: rigid + affine + deformable b-spline syn,
br: rigid + deformable b-spline syn,
bo: deformable b-spline syn only

5.1.3

Joint Label fusion - Parameter Optimization
5.1.3.1 Alpha (α) and Beta (β)

In this section, the optimum conditioning matrix parameter (α) used for determining weights of identity
matrix and the dependency model parameter (β) value used in the atlas dependency measures
determination process during the joint label fusion implementation step were determined. Wang et al used
default α and β parameter values of 0.1 and 2.0 respectively in their implementation of joint label fusion
(JLF) [13]. Fig. 7a show a matrix output of LM stroke head image segmentation dice score results for
combinations of α and β parameter values tested using joint label fusion. As shown in matrix, JLF
segmentation with parameter values of α = 0.1 and β = 1.5 led to best dice score of 0.78336 compared
0.78329 when default parameter values α = 0.1 and β = 2.0 are used instead. Further investigation showed
that α = 0.1 and β = 1.6 improved the segmentation dice scores to 0.78339. These parameter values were
used for all subsequent analysis.
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Matrix of LM head image segmentation dice scores as a function of JLF (α) and (β) parameter values
β

α

0.00
0.6429
0.7749
0.7749
0.7749
0.7749
0.7749
0.7749
0.7749

0.000
0.025
0.050
0.100
0.150
0.200
0.250
0.300

0.50
0.7804
0.7823
0.7829
0.7831
0.7829
0.7826
0.7822
0.7819

1.00
0.7810
0.7824
0.7830
0.7833
0.7832
0.7830
0.7828
0.7826

1.50
0.7812
0.7827
0.7832
0.7834
0.7832
0.7830
0.7829
0.7826

2.00
0.7813
0.7829
0.7832
0.7833
0.7832
0.7830
0.7828
0.7826

2.50
0.7812
0.7830
0.7832
0.7831
0.7830
0.7829
0.7826
0.7824

3.00
0.7811
0.7830
0.7831
0.7831
0.7828
0.7826
0.7824
0.7822

Fig 7a. Optimization of Conditioning Matrix weight (α) and Model parameter (β) values: Dice similarity scores for α and β beta
values tested. α = 0.1 and β = 1.5 gave best dice score of 0.7834
* Segmented LM atlas head with all 7 stroke head atlases, s transformation, rs 3 and rp 2, r = 20, registration pad = 10, LF pad = 5

5.1.3.2 Search radius(rs) and patch (rp) size
Optimum neighborhood search radius (rs) and image patch radius (rp) sizes used in determining target
and atlas MR images similarity and dependency measures to assign weights to candidate segmentation
labels images for joint label fusion were determined in this section. Wang et al used default rs and rp
values of 3 and 2 respectively in their joint label fusion implementation [13]. Test and analysis confirmed
their findings; rp = 2 and rs = 3 gives best segmentation accuracy results with dice score of 0.77212. Fig.
7b shows the output matrix of dice score results for the different combinations of rs and rp parameter
values tested for LM stroke head image segmentation. These parameter values were used for all subsequent
analysis.
Matrix of LM stroke head segmentation dice scores as a function of JLF Search (rs) and Patch radii (rp)
parameter values

rp

rs

1
2
3
4
5

1
0.7493
0.7631
0.7649
0.7633
0.7577

2
0.7542
0.7685
0.7721
0.7715
0.7684

3
0.7513
0.7650
0.7685
0.7693
0.7678

4
0.7467
0.7583
0.7626
0.7640
0.7635

5
0.7409
0.7508
0.7548
0.7561
0.7559

Fig. 7b Optimization of JLF Search radius (rs) and Patch radius (rp) values:
rp = 2 and rs = 3 gave best dice score of 0.7721
* Parameters: LM stroke head image segmented, s transformation, alpha = 0.1 and beta = 2.0 , r = 22, registration pad = 10, LF pad = 5
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5.1.4

Global Voting Optimum Atlas Selection (OAS)
5.1.4.1 Consensus Majority Segmentation Image

To select an optimum number of atlases for joint label fusion, all the candidate segmentation label images
were combined using a simple majority voting fusion technique to generate a consensus output image
(SMV). The fusion process takes about 30 secs to complete. Fig. 8ii shows a typical axial slice of the consensus majority voting fusion labels output image (SMV) for LM stroke head generated by combining all
candidate segmentations labels images N {Li}. All the candidate segmentation labels were compared to
this consensus labels output image SMV to determine similarity scores that were subsequently used as criteria for atlas selection. Fig. 8, i and iii show axial slices of the target LM MR brain image and its corresponding manual segmentation respectively.
Axial slice of target LM MR image with corresponding consensus majority vote fusion and actual
manual segmentation images

i. MR atlas image (LM)

ii. Majority vote image iii. Manual segmentation
(LM)
image

Fig 8 MR image with corresponding OAS consensus majority vote image and actual Manual segmentation image

5.1.4.2 Atlas Selection Criterion
Bar plots in fig. 9 show dice similarity measures scores for all candidate segmentation label images compared to SMV - consensus majority voting fusion output image. Plot indicates that using a selection criterion
threshold value of 0.68 led to selecting16 out of 19 candidate segmentation labels and corresponding atlas
MR images for the joint label fusion process. This threshold value gave the best label fusion LM stroke
head image segmentation accuracy. See results in fig 11. It was also determined that the optimum number
of atlases to select that led to best image segmentation accuracy is a function of both the number of atlases
selected and threshold value set. For instance, selecting only the top 5 scoring atlases for joint label fusion
did not translate to best image segmentation accuracy. See results in fig 11.
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Atlas Selection Criterion: Candidate Segmentation Labels Dice Scores
(Similarity to Consensus MV Output Image)

0.800
0.700

0.68

Dice score

0.600
0.500
0.400
0.300
nhd8
nhd9
nhd12
nhd10
nhd6
nhd5
nhd11
rs
je
de
nhd3
jc
lm
mc1
nhd7
nhd2
nhd4
nhd1
ah
ks

0.200
Candidate Segmantation labels

Fig. 9 Candidate segmentation labels dice similarity scores: Similarity measures derived from comparing each candidate segmentation labels image to consensus majority vote fusion image. Threshold value set at 0.68 for Optimum Atlas Selection.16 out of 19
atlases selected for joint label fusion.

5.1.4.3 Optimum Atlas Selection Results (Segmentation of LM Head MR Image)
This section presents results of image segmentation performance of the proposed optimum atlas selection
(OAS) framework evaluated by segmenting LM stroke head MR image with and without the OAS protocol
(That is JLF performed with optimum selection and JLF without using all 19 available atlas labels –
JLF_19). Fig. 10 shows axial slice comparison of the LM stroke head segmentation labels output images
utilizing OAS framework with a threshold cutoff value of 0.68 (OAS_Bst_0.68), fig. 10ii, output image
using joint label fusion only (JLF_19), fig. 10iii and the manual expert segmented labels output image fig.
10i. Qualitative differences in image segmentation accuracy between JLF only (JLF_19) and OAS plus
JLF (OAS_Bst_0.68) are highlighted. Visual inspection show that OAS plus JLF is qualitatively more
accurate and similar in appearance to the ground truth manual segmented image. Line and box plots in fig.
11a, show JLF atlas selection protocols’ LM head image segmentation performance by tissue labels type.
Bar plots in fig. 11b show atlas selection protocols tested, mean segmentation dice scores of LM head
segmentation, averaged over all tissue label types. The following results are evident.
1. Using OAS framework and selecting 5 out of 7 available aphasia stroke atlas images (OAS_5) for joint
label fusion resulted in increased segmentation accuracy by 2.12 % (0.78010 – 0.79703 dice score
averaged over tissue labels type).
2. As expected increased atlas data size from 7 to 19 atlas images increased image segmentation dice
similarity score averaged over all tissues labels from 0.78010 to 0.79472 (1.84% increase).
3. Increasing atlas pool to 19 and using OAS to select 16 out of 19 total atlases with threshold cutoff
value of 0.68 increased performance dice score averaged over tissue labels from 0.79472 to 0.79995
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(0.65 % increase). The potential reasons for the comparatively lower increase in accuracy compared
to that observed with selection of 5 out of 7 atlases mentioned above could be due to inhomogeneous
mix of normal and stroke head images in the expanded atlases set. Details in the discussion section.
4. Results also showed that image segmentation accuracy using the OAS protocol, depends both on the
number of atlases selected and the threshold cutoff value set. For instance, as seen in figs 11a and 11b,
setting a threshold value of 0.75 led to selecting only the top 5 scoring atlases for label fusion
(OAS_0.75). However, selection did not lead to best LM head image segmentation accuracy.
OAS_0.75 protocol performed poorly (0.76248 dice score).
These results however, indicated that OAS framework is suitable for selecting appropriate candidate segmentation atlases for joint label fusion and could potentially improve image segmentation accuracy of
multi-atlas image segmentation. Validation of these results are presented in the next section.
LM Stroke head MR image Segmentation Performance of OAS + JLF vs JLF Only
(Axial slices with difference in segmentation performance highlighted)

i. Manual Segmentation

ii. OAS_Bst_0.68: OAS plus
JLF output image

iii. JlF_19: JLF with all 19 atlases used output image

Fig. 10 Axial Slices of LM head image segmentation output images: JLF Only and OAS plus JLF Compared.
Visual inspection shows OAS plus JLF is qualitatively more similar in appearance to the manual segmentation output than JLF only is
OAS_Bst_0.68 - Optimum Atlas Selection with threshold cutoff value of 0.68
JLF- Joint Label Fusion
JLF_19 – Joint Label Fusion with all 19 available atlases
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LM Stroke head image Segmentation Performance by Atlas Selection Protocol
Line and Boxplot: LM Image Segmentation Performance by Atlas Selection Protocol
Tissue Labels
skin
csf
white
bone
air
grey

0.95

0.9

0.79
0.78

0.8

0.77

0.75

0.76

0.7

0.75

0.65

0.6

0.8

Dice Scores

D ice Scores

0.85

LM Image Segmentation Performance by
Atlas Selection
0.81

JLF_7

OAS_5

JLF_19

OAS_bst_0.68 OAS_0.75

0.74

Atlas Selection Protocol

JLF Atlas Selection Protocol
Fig. 11a: Performance by Atlas Selection Protocol and tissue label type - oas_bst_0.68 selection protocol produced best

LM image segmentation results across all tissue labels

Fig. 11b Mean Dice scores by Atlas Selection Protocol averaged over all tissue labels (air, bone, csf, grey, white and skin)
oas_bst_0.68 selection protocol produced best image segmentation accuracy (0.79995)

Atlas Selection protocols : jlf_7 - All 7 stroke atlases used for joint label fusion
oas_5 – Top scoring 5 out of 7 stroke atlases used for joint label fusion
jlf_19 – All 19 atlases used for joint label fusion
oas_bst_0.68 - Optimum atlas selection w/ 0.68 cutoff used for joint label fusion
oas_0.75 - atlas selection w/ 0.75 cutoff value used for JLF

5.2 Leave-one out validation
This section presents results of leave-one out tests performed to validate findings of LM stroke head MR
image segmentation using proposed OAS image segmentation framework. Seven (7) aphasia stroke head
MR images (AH, DE, JC, JE, KS, MC1, RS) were segmented leaving each head to be segmented out of
the atlas data pool and using various atlas selection protocols for the joint label fusion process. KS stroke
head was segmented but it’s segmentation results are not presented in this paper. Fig. 12a show line and
box plots of the leave-one out image segmentation dice scores for each stroke head segmented with respect
to image segmentation protocol and algorithms (JLF_7, JLF_19, OAS_Bst and SPM_Tup. See definitions
below). Fig. 12b shows segmentation protocols and algorithms (JLF_7, JLF_19, OAS_Bst and SPM_Tup
See definitions below) dice scores averaged over all segmented stroke heads with respect to tissue type
labels. Figures 13a, 13b and 13c present pairwise comparison between segmentation dice scores of image
segmentation protocols and algorithms for each stroke head images segmented.
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Leave-one out Image Segmentation Performance by Atlas Selection Protocol and Segmentation Algorithm
Leave one out Stroke Head Image Segmentation Performance by Segmentation Protocol
Averaged over Tissue Labels
0.86

0.95

Stroke Heads
AH
DE
JC
JE
LM
MC1
RS

0.82

Tissue Labels
air
bone
csf
grey
skin
white

0.9

D ice Scores

0.84

D ice Scores

Leave one out Stroke Head Image Segmentation Performance by Segmentation Protocol
Averaged over all Heads

0.85

0.8

0.8
0.75

0.78

0.76

0.7

JLF_7

JLF_19

0.65

OAS_Bst SPM + Tup

JLF_7

JLF_19

OAS_bst

SPM+Tup

Image Segmentation Protocol

Image Segmentation Protocol

Fig. 12a Leave-one out stroke heads segmentation performance by protocol:
- Dice score reflect average over all tissue type for each stroke head.
- Significant improvement observed across all heads using OAS with JLF over
using JLF only.
- Difference between OAS and SPM + Tup depends on stroke head compared

Fig. 12b Leave-one-out stroke heads segmentation performance by
protocol w.r.t. tissue label types:
- Dice score: averaged over all stroke heads segmented for each label
- Improvement observed across all tissue labels using OAS with JLF
over using JLF Only.
- Difference in performance btwn OAS and SPM+Tup depends on
Tissue label compared

Protocols : JLF_7 - All 7 alphasia stroke head atlases used for joint label fusion
JLF_19 - All 19 stroke and normal head atlases used for JLF image segmentation
OAS_Bst - Optimum number of atlases selected from of all 19 available atlases are used for joint label fusion
SPM + Tup - Automatic SPM plus touchup algorithm used for image Segmentation

Pairwise Comparison of Image Segmentation Performance by Segmentation Protocol
OAS_5 vs JLF_7

OAS_Bst vs JLF_19

OAS_Bst vs SPM+Tup

( t_test, p = 0.00552 )
0.84

0.8

0.79

AH
DE
JC
JE
LM
MC1
RS

0.84

0.82

0.8

Stroke Heads
AH
DE
JC
JE
LM
MC1
RS

0.84

Dice Scores

0.81

0.86

Stroke Heads

Dice Scores

AH
DE
JC
JE
LM
MC1
RS

0.82

Dice Scores

0.86

Stroke Heads

0.83

0.82

0.8

0.78

0.78

0.78

0.76
0.77

JLF_7

JLF_19

OAS_5

Atlas Selection Protocol

0.76

OAS_Bst

Atlas Selection Protocol

Fig. 13a OAS_5 vs JLF_7 Performance:
- Dice score average over all tissue label type.
- OAS_5 accuracy significantly better (1.79% from
0.80011 to 0.81442) than JLF_7. (t_test, p =

Fig. 13b OAS_Bst vs JLF_19 Performance:
- Dice score average over all tissue label type.
- OAS_Bst accuracy significantly better (0.50%,

0.005520)

0.000656)

0.81300-0.81699) than JLF_19. (t_test,

OAS_Bst

SPM + Tup

Image Segmentation Protocol

p=

Fig. 13c OAS_Bst vs SPM + Tup Performance:
- Dice score average over all tissue label type.
- Difference in Performance depends on stroke
head segmented. (t_test, p = 0.49417)

Protocols : JLF_7 - All 7 stroke head atlases used for joint label fusion
JLF_19 - All 19 stroke and normal head atlases used for joint label fusion image segmentation
OAS_5 – Optimum 5 out of 7 stroke head atlases selected for joint label fusion
OAS_Bst – Optimum number of atlases selected from of all 19 available atlases are used for joint label fusion
SPM_Tup - Automatic SPM plus touchup algorithm used for image Segmentation
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The following summarizes leave-one out validation results and findings:
i.

Using OAS framework to select optimum 5 out of 7 available aphasia stroke atlas images (OAS_5)
for joint label fusion resulted in increased image segmentation dice score averaged over all labels and
segmented stroke heads by 1.79% (0.80011 to 0.81442) compared to using all 7 aphasia stroke heads
for joint label fusion (JLF_7). Paired sample t-test showed statistical significant difference in the stroke
heads image segmentation accuracy of OAS_5 protocol compared to JLF_7 protocol (p = 0.005520).
Significant segmentation performance improvement was observed across all stroke heads using the
optimum atlas selection OAS scheme as shown in fig. 13a.

ii.

As expected, increased atlas data size from 7 aphasia stroke heads to 19 inhomogeneous mix of stroke
and normal head atlases increased image segmentation performance dice scores averaged over all labels and stroke heads segmented by 1.21% (0.80011 to 0.81300). Fig. 12b shows increase in segmentation accuracy for all tissue labels.

iii.

To eliminate the effect of improved image segmentation performance due to increased atlas size from
7 to 19 atlases mentioned above, leave-one out image segmentation performance using all 19 available
atlases for joint label fusion (JLF_19) was compared to segmentation performance using OAS framework to select an optimum number of atlases from the19 available atlases for joint label fusion
(OAS_Bst). Line and box plots in fig. 13b comparing segmentation dice scores averaged over all labels
and segmented heads between JLF_19 and OAS_Bst show improvement in segmentation accuracy
across all heads except AH stroke head. A 0.5% increase in image segmentation accuracy was observed
(0.81300 – 0.81699 increase in dice scores). Paired sample t-test results also showed statistical significant difference in image segmentation dice scores using OAS_Bst verses JLF_19 protocol (p =
0.000656). The observed reduction in improvement in dice scores using OAS_Bst verses JLF_19
(0.5%) compared to that observed with OAS_5 verses JLF_7 (1.79%) is possibly due to the heterogenous mix of normal and stroke heads atlases which reduces the power of having only homogenous
stroke heads in atlas set for joint label fusion.

iv.

Finally, comparing stroke heads image segmentation dice scores using OAS_Bst (selecting optimum
number of atlases from 19 available atlases for joint label fusion) to image segmentation using SPM +
Tup (SPM plus touchup algorithm) showed no difference in image segmentation accuracy. Results of
paired sample t-test between performance dice scores of SPM+Tup and OAS_Bst showed no statistical
significant difference in image segmentation accuracy using the two segmentation protocols (p =
0.49417). Plots in figs. 12a and 12b, however showed that there are observed differences in segmentation accuracy between protocols based on stroke head image segmented and on tissue label type
compared. As shown in fig. 12b SPM+Tup performed better segmenting air, csf, bone and skin tissue
labels, whiles OAS_Bst performed better segmenting white and grey tissue labels. Line and box plots
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in fig. 13c, comparing stroke head image segmentation dices scores of SPM+Tup and OAS_Bst segmentation protocols also indicate that OAS_Bst does better segmenting AH, RS and MC1 stroke head
images, whiles SPM+Tup performs better segmenting JC, JE, and LM stroke head images.
6

Discussion and Conclusions
This thesis proposed an automatic optimum atlas selection (OAS) framework employed pre-joint label
fusion [3] step in multi-atlas image segmentation that potentially improves image segmentation accuracy
and reduces computational costs and time. The goals of the study were to investigate the capability of the
proposed OAS framework to improve image segmentation accuracy using joint label fusion (Wang et al,
2013) and to compare the frameworks’ MR image segmentation accuracy to that of established Statistical
Parametric Mapping (SPM) plus a touchup algorithm [4]. With limited research on systematic and robust
schemes to determine the optimum number of atlases required for multi-atlas image segmentation, some
papers believe that atlas selection is not critical for weighted label fusion processes. Those who do, have
employed different heuristic or complex computationally expensive approaches to select atlases for image
segmentation. This paper employed a comparatively simple global majority voting fusion output image
similarity comparison threshold value selection criteria to determine the optimum number of atlases
needed for label fusion in multi-atlas segmentation. Results of this study showed that, the proposed OAS
framework led to observed statistically significant image segmentation performance improvements in
leave-one out validation tests, when used to segment 7 MR images of aphasia stroke patients. As presented
above, paired sample t-tests showed significant difference in OAS protocol and JLF only stroke heads
image segmentation accuracies. A 1.79% increase in average segmentation dice score, using OAS to select
optimum 5 out of 7 available atlases for joint label fusion (OAS_5) verses using all 7 aphasia stroke heads
(JLF_7) was observed (p = 0.005520). And a 0.5% increase in performance dice score, using OAS to select
an optimum number of atlases from 19 inhomogeneous atlases (OAS_Bst) verses using all 19 atlases for
the label fusion process (JLF_19) was reported (p = 0.000656). The observed reduction in performance
accuracy using OAS_Bst (0.5%) compared to accuracy observed with OAS_5 (1.79%) is possibly due to
the heterogenous mix of normal and stroke heads atlases which potentially reduced the segmentation
power of having only stroke head atlases for the label fusion process. In addition, with a limited atlas data
size (19 inhomogeneous atlases), t-tests showed no statistically significant difference in stroke head image
segmentation accuracy of the proposed automatic optimum atlas selection protocol compared to segmentation accuracy of known automatic SPM segmentation plus touchup algorithm [4] in leave-one out validation tests (p = 0.49417). It is worth noting however, that image segmentation accuracy differences were
observed between the OAS framework and SPM plus touchup algorithm depending on stroke head segmented and tissue label type compared. SPM plus touchup algorithm performed better segmenting outer
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head tissue labels (air, csf, bone and skin) whiles the proposed OAS protocol performed better segmenting
inner brain tissue labels (white and grey matter) (see fig. 12a).
These encouraging results present several avenues that can be explored in future work to improve on the
image segmentation accuracy of the OAS framework. It is believed that increasing the atlas size, homogenizing the atlas data set and using truly manual segmentation labels will lead to significant improvement
in image segmentation accuracy. Based on the observed significant improvement in segmentation accuracy (1.21%) with increased atlas data size from 7 to 19, expanding atlas data with homogeneous stroke
heads should lead to further improvements in segmentation performance.
Secondly, as mentioned above, padding of target and atlas images was needed and optimized for registration and joint label fusion processes in this work. The need for image padding is probably due to varying
atlas MR image sourcing with non-standard and uniform image header configurations. This potentially led
to cropping of atlas image edges during registration of atlases to the target image’s domain as the images
were aligned to a common reference frame. Padding the images was a suitable fix used to eliminate most
of the edge cropping. Ideally, unification of all atlas image header files will potentially negate the need for
image padding and lead to improved image segmentation results.
Further, the performance of OAS framework compared specifically to SPM + touchup algorithm is somewhat biased, since truly manually segmented atlas segmentation labels were not available for ground truth
image similarity comparison measures calculations. SPM automatic segmented output images were
smoothened, touched up, manually corrected and utilized as ground truth for all image similarity dice score
calculations in this study. Ideally, complete manually segmented image labels should have been used with
atlas MR images for performing image registration, joint label fusion process, and ground truth image
labels for similarity measurements. Based on the positive results investing the time and effort to generating
manual atlas labels is a worthwhile endeavor that potentially will result in additional improvement to segmentation accuracy of the proposed OAS framework.
Finally, results of empirical analysis indicated that image segmentation accuracy of the proposed OAS
framework depends both on the optimum number of atlases selected and the consensus majority voting
fusion output image similarity comparison cutoff value set. This was evident when a cutoff value of 0.75
led to selecting only the top 5 scoring atlases for joint label fusion, however did not lead to highest segmentation accuracy dice score fig. 11b. The optimum combination of number and cutoff value used seems
to depend on a balance between minimizing individual candidate segmentation labels image similarity
errors and similarity error between consensus majority voting fusion image and the true segmentation
labels output image of target image. In this work, the optimum combination of number and threshold cutoff
value were empirically determined. Due to the comparatively small atlas data set size used in this study
time was not a constraining factor in determining the cutoff value. Future work should include a more
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robust and systematic approach to determining optimum selection cutoff value and number of atlases to
select for larger atlas data sets.
Ultimately, as evident from results, the proposed OAS framework based on global majority voting fusion
output image similarity comparison score criterion is an effective and suitable atlas selection protocol for
multi-atlas image segmentation and improves image segmentation performance using joint label fusion
[3], has comparable performance accuracy to known image segmentation algorithms, leads to reduced
computation time and costs, and has great improvement in accuracy potential with further enhancements
to framework.
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Appendix B - Software installation instructions
1.

CMAKE Core: Installation
Download the latest version is X.X.X at this URL and adjust the file name in example below
accordingly this can be installed in the home dir.
Example:
sudo apt-get install build-essential
wget http://www.cmake.org/files/v3.2/cmake-3.2.2.tar.gz
tar xf cmake-3.2.2.tar.gz
cd cmake-3.2.2
./configure
make
With checkinstall
sudo apt-get install checkinstall
sudo checkinstall
Done!
To remove: in terminal type:
dpkg -r cmake

2.

CMAKE Gui: Installation
This is user friendly with option selection buttons
Maybe compiled from scratch or installed through linux software center
Search cmake-qt-gui in the Ubuntu/linux software center and install from there
** You might need to install cmake-2.8.12 for this to work. If so repeat instructions above first

3.

ITK: Installation
For periodic update option
a. Obtain itk from git. First install git if not available using command:
sudo apt-get install git
b. Once you have git installed, type this command in a terminal window:
git clone git://itk.org/ITK.git
This will create an ITK directory and download required components for configuring,
generating binaries, compling and installing ITK
mkdir ITK-build
cd ITK-build
ccmake ../ITK
c. Configuring and Generating Binaries
i. Create a dir ”bin” in ITK directory
ii. In the Cmake gui obtained in step 2 specify the source and binary dirs for ITK
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iii. press configure selection options and repeat till satisfied
iv. then press generate to create binaries
d. Compiling and Installation
http://www.itk.org/Wiki/ITK_Configuring_and_Building_for_Ubuntu_Linux
i. In terminal go to bin directory and type
$ sudo make -j4

”This process might take a while to complete”

Once complete install with command:
$ sudo make install
2. ANTs: Installation
- Advanced Normalization Tools for image registration, normalization
and segmentation built on ITK infrastructure... Brian Avants et al
https://brianavants.wordpress.com/2012/04/13/updated-ants-compile-instructions-april-12-2012/
a. To compile ants from the source code:
*** First you need to install: git, cmake and a c++ compiler
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

then in a terminal, do following:
git clone git://github.com/stnava/ANTs.git
mkdir antsbin
cd antsbin
ccmake ../ANTs
Then go into cmake and type “c” and make selections as needed default might be ok
then “g” to generate binaries
exit back to the terminal.
Then: if behind some form of firewall, set
SuperBuild_ANTS_USE_GIT_PROTOC off by toggling to it in ccmake
interface
Then type sudo make -j 4 and wait this can take a while

to update an existing ANTs install, go to the ANTs directory and
type “git pull origin master”
Don’t forget to toggle to advanced and turn off
SuperBuild_ANTS_USE_GIT_PROTOC if behind firewall
Does not work with build shared libraries selected....
**** most important you have to go into ANTS-build and ITKv4-build folders after installation and install
components with sudo make install for it to work!!!
Don't need to do this
***** where I left of... try sudo make install when complete to see if better results I did in ITKv4-build and
ANTS-build folders
5.

Running Scripts:
1. to run the scripts, you need to copy the Scripts */ antsbin/bin/
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2. set the ANTSPATH to point to the antsbin/bin/ directory. e.g. in your profile add:
ANTSPATH=/home/myname/mycode/antsbin/bin/ ---- this can be set in the scripts.sh files
6.

Misc:
Installation dependencies
use: $ sudo apt-get install
“missing dependency”
copy
sudo cp -R ~/Fiko/Software/Archive/myScripts ~/Fiko/Software/Antsbin/bin
find installation info
apt-cache policy cmake
find a file:
find ~ -name "antsRegistration.h"
Add read, write and execute to everyone:
user@host:/home/user$ chmod ugo+rwx file4
user@host:/home/user$ ls -l file4
-rwxrwxrwx 1 user user 0 Nov 19 20:13 file4
user@host:/home/user$

7.

PICSL MALF: Installation(Pre-compiled version ) Don’t need this to run scripts
a. Download latest version tar and unzip
b. Create a build folder and use cmake gui to configure and generate binaries
(you need to edit the TARGET_LINK_LIBRARIES entries in the CmakeLists,txt
file to get make to work. REPLACE listed libraries with ${ITK_LIBRARIES})
c. Can get installation info by using ./bl ./jointfusion ./sa

8.

Scripts and Data Folder settings:
Scripts:
~/Fiko/Data/FK_manual_correction/Label_Fusion/Scripts
Atlases:

~/Fiko/Data/FK_manual_correction/Label_Fusion/Atlases

Labels:

~/Fiko/Data/FK_manual_correction/Label_Fusion/Labels

Ouput:

~/Fiko/Data/FK_manual_correction/Label_Fusion/Ouput

To run a script use eg: bash FK_JLF_WkSpace.sh in scripts folder
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Appendix C – Scripts


Image Registration and Transformation sample Script:

ANTsPath="$HOME/Fiko/Software/antsbin/bin";
Data_path=$HOME/Fiko/Data/FK_manual_seg_correction/Label_Fusion;
HD='';
SZ=0;
XZ=0;
FNAME='';
TR='s';
CR=32;
SB=0;

#target head
#Size padding
#Size unpadding
#target head file name
#transformation type

# read in command line arguments
while getopts "h:s:f:t:r:x:e:" OPT
do
case $OPT in
h) # head
HD=$OPTARG
;;
r) # correlation coefficient
CR=$OPTARG
;;
f) # file name
FNAME=$OPTARG
;;
t) # transformation
TR=$OPTARG
;;
x) # unpadding size
XZ=$OPTARG
;;
e) # final padding size
SB=$OPTARG
;;
s) # padding size
SZ=$OPTARG
;;
esac
done
if [[ $HD == '' ]];
then
echo "Must specify head: -h AH"
exit 1
fi
if [[ $FNAME == '' ]];
then
echo "Must specify target file name: -f filename.nii"
exit 1
fi
cr_fld='r'$CR;
pd_size='p'$SZ;
LFpath=$ANTsPath/StrokeTest;
atlasRaw=$Data_path/Atlases;
labelRaw=$Data_path/Labels;
tgPath=$Data_path/Atlases;
regoutPath=$Data_path/Registered/$HD;
outPath=$Data_path/Output/$HD;
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target=$tgPath/Pad/$pd_size;
pd_atlas=$atlasRaw/Pad/$pd_size;
pd_labels=$labelRaw/Pad/$pd_size;
#time_start=`date +%s`
#$Data_path/Scripts/FK_JLF_pad.sh -s $SZ
time_end1=`date +%s`
#time_elapsed=$((time_end1 - time_start))
#echo " Normalization and Padding excuted in $time_elapsed seconds"
#echo " $(( time_elapsed / 3600 ))h $(( time_elapsed %3600 / 60 ))m $(( time_elapsed % 60 ))s"
echo " Registration locations/info"
echo " --- folder: $cr_fld ---- trans type: $TR ----"
#echo ""
#echo " --- Starting registration of target to all atlases ----"
$LFpath/FK_RegistrationTransform.sh \
-d 3 \
-c 0 \
-q 1 \
-x none \
-y $TR \
-m 0 \
-t $target/$FNAME \
-g $pd_atlas/dmah_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/AH_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmde_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/DE_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmjc_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/JC_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmje_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/JE_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmks_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/KS_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmlm_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/LM_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmmc1_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/MC1_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/dmrs_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/RS_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd1_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD1_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd2_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD2_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd3_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD3_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd4_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD4_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd5_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD5_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd6_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD6_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd7_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD7_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd8_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD8_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd9_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD9_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd10_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD10_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd11_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD11_Comp_labels.nii \
-g $pd_atlas/nhd12_ot1.nii -l $pd_labels/NHD12_Comp_labels.nii \
-p $regoutPath/Pad/$cr_fld/$pd_size/Reg_posterior%03d.nii.gz \
-o $regoutPath/Pad/$cr_fld/$pd_size/reg_ \
-k 0 \
-a $CR \
-e $SB
time_end2=`date +%s`
time_elapsed=$((time_end2 - time_end1))
echo " Registration executed in: $time_elapsed seconds"
echo " $(( time_elapsed / 3600 ))h $(( time_elapsed %3600 / 60 ))m $(( time_elapsed % 60 ))s"
#$Data_path/Scripts/FK_JLF_Unpad_v12.sh -f $HD -s 16 -r $CR -x $XZ -b $SB
#$Data_path/Scripts/FK_JLF_Unpad_pd.sh -s 12
#time_end3=`date +%s`
#time_elapsed=$((time_end3 - time_end2))
#echo " Unpadding executed in: $time_elapsed seconds"
#echo " $(( time_elapsed / 3600 ))h $(( time_elapsed %3600 / 60 ))m $(( time_elapsed % 60 ))s"
echo " "
echo " --- Registration of target to all atlases complete ----"
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Selection Script

ANTsPath="$HOME/Fiko/Software/antsbin/bin";
Data_path=$HOME/Fiko/Data/FK_manual_seg_correction/Label_Fusion;
HD='';
FNAME='';
TNUM='';
CR=0;
SX=0;
ALPHA=0.1;
BETA=2.0;
RS=3x3x3;
RP=2x2x2;

#target head
#target head file name
#test number
#correlation coefficient

# read in command line arguments
while getopts "h:f:t:r:x:a:b:p:s:" OPT
do
case $OPT in
h) # head
HD=$OPTARG
;;
f) # file name
FNAME=$OPTARG
;;
r) # correlation coefficient
CR=$OPTARG
;;
x) # padding
SX=$OPTARG
;;
a) # alpha value: weight of conditioning identity matrix added to Mx: dependency matrix
ALPHA=$OPTARG
;;
b) # beta value: model parameter for transferring image similarity measure into atlas dependencies
BETA=$OPTARG
;;
t) # test number
TNUM=$OPTARG
;;
p) # Patch size
RP=$OPTARG
;;
s) # Search region size
RS=$OPTARG
;;
esac
done
cr_fld='r'$CR;
pdo='p'$TNUM;
pd_fld='p'$SX;
#tgPath=$Data_path/Atlases;
tgPath=$Data_path/Registered/$HD/overall/$pd_fld;
wp_atlas_labels=$Data_path/Registered/$HD/overall/$pd_fld;
#regoutPath=$Data_path/Registered/$HD/r_test/$cr_fld;
outPath=$Data_path/Output/$HD/overall;
post_prob=$outPath/$HD'_hds_all19strk_byte_r'$CR'_pdf_'$SX'_a_'$ALPHA'_B_'$BETA'_posterior%03d.nii.gz';
lf_intensity=$outPath/$HD'__hds_all19strk_byte_r'$CR'_pdf_'$SX'_a_'$ALPHA'_B_'$BETA'_norm.nii.gz';
echo " --- $post_prob ---- rs:
echo " --- $lf_intensity ----"

$RS --- rp: $RP ---"
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time_end1=`date +%s`
echo " --- Starting label fusion ----"
if [[ $FNAME == 'dmlm_ot1.nii' ]];
then
$ANTsPath/./jointfusion 3 1 -rp $RP -rs $RS \
-m Joint[$ALPHA,$BETA] \
-tg $tgPath/reg_dmlm_ot1_5_Warped.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmah_ot1_0_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmah_ot1_0_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmde_ot1_1_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmde_ot1_1_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmjc_ot1_2_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmjc_ot1_2_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmje_ot1_3_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmje_ot1_3_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmks_ot1_4_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmks_ot1_4_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmmc1_ot1_6_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmmc1_ot1_6_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmrs_ot1_7_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmrs_ot1_7_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd1_ot1_8_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd1_ot1_8_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd2_ot1_9_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd2_ot1_9_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd3_ot1_10_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd3_ot1_10_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd4_ot1_11_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd4_ot1_11_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd5_ot1_12_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd5_ot1_12_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd6_ot1_13_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd6_ot1_13_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd7_ot1_14_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd7_ot1_14_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd8_ot1_15_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd8_ot1_15_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd9_ot1_16_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd9_ot1_16_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd10_ot1_17_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd10_ot1_17_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd11_ot1_18_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd11_ot1_18_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd12_ot1_19_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd12_ot1_19_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-p $post_prob $lf_intensity
exit 1
elif [[ $FNAME == 'dmah_ot1.nii' ]];
then
$ANTsPath/./jointfusion 3 1 -rp $RP -rs $RS \
-m Joint[$ALPHA,$BETA] \
-tg $tgPath/reg_dmah_ot1_0_Warped.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmde_ot1_1_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmde_ot1_1_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmjc_ot1_2_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmjc_ot1_2_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmje_ot1_3_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmje_ot1_3_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmks_ot1_4_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmks_ot1_4_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmlm_ot1_5_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmlm_ot1_5_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmmc1_ot1_6_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmmc1_ot1_6_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmrs_ot1_7_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_dmrs_ot1_7_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
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-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd1_ot1_8_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd1_ot1_8_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd2_ot1_9_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd2_ot1_9_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd3_ot1_10_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd3_ot1_10_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd4_ot1_11_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd4_ot1_11_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd5_ot1_12_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd5_ot1_12_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd6_ot1_13_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd6_ot1_13_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd7_ot1_14_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd7_ot1_14_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd8_ot1_15_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd8_ot1_15_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd9_ot1_16_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd9_ot1_16_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd10_ot1_17_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd10_ot1_17_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd11_ot1_18_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd11_ot1_18_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-g $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd12_ot1_19_Warped.nii.gz -l $wp_atlas_labels/reg_nhd12_ot1_19_WarpedLabels.nii.gz \
-p $post_prob $lf_intensity
exit 1
elif [ .... …

